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Description

When the Batch Processing window first opens, there are three empty rows of parameters.  Clicking on the "red minus" icon will remove a

row, but it does not work if there are only two rows.

To reproduce the bug:

    -  Open the "Merge vector layers" tool

    -  Click the "Run as batch process..." button

    -  Try to delete the rows so that only one is left (nothing happens once you are down to 2 rows)

Why would we need to use batch processing for a single operation?

Great question!  Here's one example: Now that ftools has been removed, the recommended way of merging a whole directory of

shapefiles is to use the batch processing interface, as recommended in #15321  However, if you only need to merge a single directory,

there is no way to remove the extra row in the batch interface, and clicking "Run" results in an error: "Missing parameter value: Layers to

merge (row 2)"

Fixing this requires just a very trivial change of a single character in this line:

https://github.com/qgis/QGIS/blob/66035b616145351619e96c42fc7c172668d375de/python/plugins/processing/gui/BatchPanel.py#L269

Associated revisions

Revision 05e70b26 - 2016-10-28 11:52 AM - Victor Olaya

[processing] allow only one row in batch interface

fixes #15703

History

#1 - 2016-10-13 09:34 AM - Victor Olaya

It shouldnt make sense to run a single line. If there is something you want to do with a single line, you can do it with the normal interface

In the case you mention, is true that you cannot do that from the normal dialog, since for multiple inputs, you must select them from open file. That should

be corrected there, we should make that input more flexible.

However, that is a bigger change, so i will allow running a single algorithm from batch processing, since the change you propose is harmless

Thanks for the proposal!
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https://github.com/qgis/QGIS/blob/66035b616145351619e96c42fc7c172668d375de/python/plugins/processing/gui/BatchPanel.py#L269


#2 - 2016-10-28 02:52 AM - Victor Olaya

- Status changed from Open to Closed

Fixed in changeset commit:"05e70b269754f625dd083070a57c2c14ca8fe9b6".
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